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        IFR Awards 2023: BENTELER honored


            



    
        We have won one of the most prestigious awards for financial transactions in the world: BENTELER has been recognized in the "Europe High-Yield Bond" category at the prestigious IFR Awards 2023.
 
This award confirms the excellent work of all those involved in our successful refinancing last year: Following a global roadshow with investors from Europe and the USA, we as the BENTELER Group placed bonds worth the equivalent of EUR 975 million. Together with funds from another credit facility, we used the proceeds from the bonds to repay our existing restructuring liabilities in full – about two years earlier than planned.
On behalf of the entire company, Tobias Braun, Peter Mitterer (Group Treasurer) and David Nothegger (Team Lead Corporate Finance) accepted the award on Monday, March 18.

    





    





    
        



    


            
    
                
        
                
    
        
        Optimizes corrosion protection for hydraulic and fluid lines


            



    
        News from the ZISTA® product family: We are taking the corrosion protection of our line tubes, which have been successfully in use for many years, to the next level! With the innovative BENTELER TITAN galvanizing process, BENTELER Steel/Tube improves corrosion resistance by more than 50 percent - for both ZISTA® Seal and ZISTAPLEX® and even after deformation. In this way, we make a valuable contribution to optimizing our customers' processes and products.
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        The BENTELER TubeEngineer - your digital companion for selecting the optimal tube solution


            



    
        The requirements for tube lines in hydraulics and fluid technology are becoming increasingly complex. For this, the BENTELER TubeEngineer is here to assist engineers from the hydraulics industry. Our online tube configurator simplifies the search for optimal solutions. With just a few clicks, you'll receive tailored suggestions that can withstand high pressure loads while being lightweight, reliable, and sustainable. Say goodbye to the tedious balancing of various influencing parameters – the BENTELER TubeEngineer will quickly guide you to your goal!
BENTELER TubeEngineer
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